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UNIT II

DISPLAY DEVICES AND LASERS

PART-A

1.What is LED?

LED is the light emitting diode &consists of a forward biased p-n junction
the recombination of electrons from conduction band with the hole in the valence
band,produces emission of light .the energy difference b/w the conduction electron
&bound electron in the valence band is quantum as the energy of the light photon.

2.What is a cryotron? { MAY-13]

Cryotron  is  a  switching  element  made  from  two  different  superconductors
arranged  in  a  manner  that  one  superconductor  in  the  form  of  a  straight  wire  is
enclosed  by  another  superconducting  coiland  is  based  on  the  disappearance  of
superconducting state in a superconductor

3.What are liquid crystals?{ MAY-12]

Liquid crystals are the intermediate phases of the crystal they have both fluid
&crystalline properties. During the application of electricfield , there is a change in
the orientation of liquid crystal molecules.

4.What are the advantages of liquid crystal display?[MAY-13}
It is very cheap.

It irequires very small power. For 1cm2 display area
if requires 1micro wave It is very thin
It can be viewed under avide range of lighting conditions

5.What is meant by intrinsic absorption?

Intrinsic absorption means the IRabsorption and ultraviolet absorption
by fiber material(SIO2). IR asorption is due to Si-O coupling .uv absorption is
due to electronic absorption bands.

6.What is meant by electro-absorption?

Absorption of photons whose energy is less then the bandgap energy of a
semiconductor by mens of applied electric field.

7.What are high TC superconducttors? { DEC-12]

High  tc  superconductors  are  the  superconductors  which  have  higher
superconducting  transituion  temperature  (>80k)  their  properties  cannot  be
explained by BCS theory.
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8.What are the laser light properties ?

1.higher  monochromacity  2.high  intensity  ,3.high  coherence,4.high
directionality. The above properties are obtained by stimulated emission.

9.What is meant by laser action?

Laser  action  means  the  amplification  of  light  by  stimulated  emission  of
radiation  .to  get  laser  action  there  should  be  population  inversion  and  stimulated
emission should take place.

10.What is meant by threshold condition for laser oscillation?

There  should be a  minimum amount  of  population inversion  from which
laser oscillation starts. This is called threshold condition for laser oscillations there to
start the laser oscillation 

11.What are the drawbecks of homojunction laser diodes?
Threshold current is very large.

The output beam  has large 
divergence Coherence and stability are poor 
Optical confinement is very poor

12.Define internal quantum efficiency of a laser or LED?
η=Radiative recombination rate per unit volume

sum of radiative recombination rate and non radiative reambination rate
per unit volume

13.What are the factors that decrease the life time of laser diode?
1.increase of temperature,2.aging,3. High current density.

14.How does the LED Work?

Due to higher  population of  injected minority  carrier  there  is  enormous
radiative recombination when there is forward bias across the active layer of LED.

15.What is Photoluminescence [NOV/DEC 2016]

In Photoluminescence energy is transferred to the crystal by the absorption of a

photon.

16.What are the different Luminescence Process

Luminescence is the general term used to describe the emission of radiation

from  a  solidwhen  it  is  supplied  with  some  form  of  energy.  We  may  distinguish

between the various types of luminescence by the method of excitation. For example:
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 Photoluminescence: excitation arises from the absorption of photons

Cathode luminescence: excitation is by bombardment with a beam of electrons

Electroluminescence:excitation results from the application of an electric field (which

may be either a.c. or d.c.)

17.Differentiate  between  characteristic  and  non  characteristic  energy  level

system in 

phosphors 

Some of  the more commonly used phosphors are zinc sulphide doped with

silver:  ZnS:Ag  (blue);  zinc  cadmium  sulphide  doped  with  copper:ZnxCd1_  xS:Cu

(green);  and  yttrium  oxysulfide  doped  with  europium  and  terbium:Y2O2S:Eu,Tb

(red).The  first  two  materials  are  non  characteristics  materials  and  latter  is

characteristic materials.

18.What is meant by Injection Luminescence

The  basic  structure  giving  rise  to  injection  luminescence  is  that  of  a  p-n

junction  diode  operated  under  forward  bias  which.  Under  forward  bias  majority

carriers from both sides of the junction cross the depletion layer and enter the material

at the other side, where they are then the minority type of carrier and cause the local

minority carrier population to be larger than normal.  This situation is described as

minority carrier injection. The excess minority carriers diffuse away from the junction

recombining with majority carriers.

19.What is meant by stokes shift? [NOV/DEC2013]

 Stokes shift  is the  difference between positions of the band maxima of the

absorption and emission spectra (fluorescence and Raman being two examples)

of the same electronic transition. It  is named after Irish physicist George G.

Stokes. 

 When a system (be it a molecule or atom) absorbs a photon, it gains energy and

enters an excited state. One way for the system to relax is to emit a photon, thus

losing its energy (another method would be the loss of energy as heat). When
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the  emitted  photon  has  less  energy  than  the  absorbed  photon,  this  energy

difference is the Stokes shift.

 The  Stokes  shift  is  the  result  of  two  actions:  Vibrational  relaxation  or

dissipation and solvent reorganisation. A fluorophore is a dipole, surrounded by

water molecules. When a fluorophore enters an excited state, its dipole moment

will change, but water molecules will not be able to adapt this quickly. Only

after  vibrational  relaxation,  there  will  be  a  realignment  of  their  dipole

moments.

20. What do you understand by threshold condition in laser

It was explained above that a steady state level of oscillation is reached when

the  rate  of  amplification  is  balanced  by  the  rate  of  loss.  This  is  the  situation  in

continuous output (CW)lasers;  it  is  a little  different in pulse lasers.  Thus,  while a

population inversion is a necessary condition for laser action. it is not a sufficient one

because  the  minimum (i.e.  threshold  value)  of  the  gain  coefficient  must  be  large

enough to overcome the losses and sustain oscillations. The threshold gain. 

21.What is meant by threshold condition for laser oscillations?

There should be a minimum amount of population inversion from which laser

oscillation starts. This is called threshold condition for laser oscillations. Therefore to

start the laser oscillation the gain coefficient should exceed the threshold value.

22.What are the type of lasers

 Doped insulator lasers

 Semi conductor lasers

 Gas lasers

 Liquid dye lasers

PART-B

1.Explain the construction and operation of CRT screen. Also explain the 

principal of obtaining colour display in CRT with relevant diagram

 Schematic diagram

 Cross section of CRT Tube

 Explanation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dipole
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2.Explain the mechanism of electro luminescence with neat diagram and also

explain  about  operation  of  ac  electroluminescence  device.   NOV/DEC  2013

NOV/DEC2016

 Construction of a a.c electro luminescence device

 Construction of a d.c electro luminescence device

 Equation

 Graph

3.Explain the operation of LED and also derive an expression for the frequency

response and modulation bandwidth of an LED [APR/MAY 2017]

 LED construction

 Diagram

 Frequency Response of LED
 Modulation circuits
 Equation

4.Explain the construction and operation of LCD   [MAY/JUNE 2013]

 LCD construction

 Diagram

 Behavior of molecules in a liquid

 Explanation

5.Discuss the theory of population inversion and threshold condition in two layer

laser system  and also explain the  various  transition involved in  a four level

system Population inversion [MAY/JUNE  2013]  [NOV  DEC  2016]

[APR/MAY 2017]

 Attainment of a population inversion

 Four level system

 Diagram

 Layer explanation
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6.Describe  the  concept  of  producing  high  power  short  duration  pulses  from

laser.What are the various methods to accomplish this? Explain them [NOV/DEC

2013]

 Mode locking of laser  

 Non mode locked laser

 Mode locked laser

 Active Mode Locking

 Derivation


